
Eight schools that teach differently
Not all children are destined to spend your school years looking out the boring textbooks and dressing in form. Some schools have excluded from
his methods time frame and calls the standard lessons and the usual us grading system. Young teachers who remember his training, introducing their
innovation, website improving the modern educational process. What came out of it?

1. Waldorf school

In the last century, German teachers founded the school, which was supposed to nurture in children a craving for the unknown, and not an aversion
to learning. Here no one learns under duress, as the playing field is creative: children receive information through stories and films, theatrical
performances and excursions, competitions and quizzes. All lessons are permeated interdisciplinary connections: for example, a topic in
mathematics can be fixed with a dance and language lesson will present elements of physical experiment. Programs that are based Waldorf school,
a completely non-standard and therefore bribing children.

2. School Of "Dalton"

In 1919 young teachers in new York decided to decide what to learn and what should the students. Thus arose the school, giving students the
opportunity to decide what the pace of study they preferred, what courses are most interesting. Having dealt with what is the complexity of learning
can claim to be a disciple, he signed with the school a special contract. Then the student receives a list of recommended literature sources, a list of
questions submitted to the examinations and the schedule of consultations of teachers, who assigned him to. According to statistics, this approach
is most conducive to achieving higher student success.

3. School "Summerhill"

Educators of Germany and England in the twenties of the last century agreed that each new generation differs from its predecessors. But if students
change, we must change the school. In this regard, the school "Summerhill" hold regular meetings where you listen to the suggestions of the students
about the improvement of the educational process. Also in these institutions promoted self-management – children learn to be responsible and
make independent decisions. In addition, there is not tied to age, so a student can be in any class, if his level of knowledge appropriate.

4. School "THINK Global"

In 2010 in America was founded school, which is characterized by high dynamism. Students of this school are not sitting in one place for long, and
in the literal sense – over a four-year training period they can change about 12 countries. Moving from place to place, students gain a new life
experience and get acquainted with different cultures and traditions, views on training. The school provides his players with gadgets, which help to
capture the experience and facilitate the implementation of individual projects. Each student has its own tutor, who helps him to organize his
learning process.

5. School "Studio"

In England in 2010 opened a school-Studio, inspired by the experience of the great artists of the middle Ages. Here the students most of the time,
carry out individual creative projects, and not sitting behind a Desk. Students are provided internship opportunities from employers, so many kids,
studying, work part time and after graduation immediately go to work. Despite the opponents of such a system, the educational successes of these
schools only cause the approval and confirmation of the theory that not all children fit the standard system of training.

6. The school "Quest to Learn"

In new York in 2009 sharply raised the question about the negative attitude of children to reading. Children become absorbed in computer games
that teachers have adopted. The educational process in such schools is presented in the form of a quest: passing a separate "mission", the children
get points, prizes and titles. This system aroused great enthusiasm among students.

7. School "ALPHA Alternative School"

In Canada in 1972 was founded the unique school that focuses on the individuality of each child. Given the uniqueness of each, teachers give
children the opportunity to gain experience from each other. Students can conduct lessons on their own, to join together in teams and groups.
Regularly held meetings where are the students with their ideas for the improvement of the educational process. And, I must say, the kids listen.
Wondering what to do in this school is possible only thanks to a lucky lottery ticket.

8. School "Orestad Gymnasium"

In Denmark in 2005, he opened a school, which focused on open space. Nothing here constrains the learning process as close to the wall only in
the way to expand the worldview. Here children learn, utilizing modern technological advances – all have gadgets, and the school is equipped with
Wi-Fi. The training is varied, therefore, students have the opportunity to learn about different professions and try them in your hand. Among them
are: journalism, biotechnology, innovation, digital design. It can be assumed that this school will prepare a considerable number of scientists who
make great discoveries, because her students are already working on their first inventions.
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